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Donna, how did you get involved in art?
From a really young age, I wanted to have a creative
career, but I didn’t have much confidence in my
ability. In high school, I had two really inspiring art
teachers who saw something in what I was creating,
and nurtured my love of art.
Growing up in country Victoria, we were pretty
isolated from any kind of “arts scene” but we had
frequent excursions to Melbourne, and always visited
obscure galleries as well as the mainstream ones.
We had our own life drawing classes, and weekend
sleepovers at school where we stayed up most of the
night dyeing and printing and painting in a creative
wonderland!
Was the plan to always be an artist? If not, what
was the plan? If it was, how did you know that
that was your path?
Deep down, being an artist was my dream, but
my parents were very pragmatic and believed I
needed a qualification that I could “at least make a

living from my artistic tendencies” so I became an
art and textiles teacher. I turned down a gold and
silver-smithing course to study teaching, and have
regretted it often!
The need to be an artist has remained, though, and
despite having a fulltime teaching job for most of my
working life, I have always made time and space in
my life for art.
At the end of this year, I am leaving teaching to study
contemporary art, having come to the realisation that
if I don’t, it will eat away at me forever!
Does your upbringing influence your art? If yes,
in what way? Where do you get the inspiration
for your art?
I grew up surrounded by lots of creative women – my
mum always had sewing and knitting projects on
the go, and my grannies would encourage me to get
crafty with them when we spent time together. I was
always known in our family as the ‘arty’ one, and was
encouraged to pursue my love of art.
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A lot of my art is inspired by memories, experiences,
and artefacts from throughout my life. For example,
birds feature in some of my paintings. A few are
pets, others have symbolic significance, as they are
a connection to my dad, who loved and kept birds
throughout my childhood.

How would you describe your art? How do you

Further inspiration for my art comes from the ideas
of ‘home’ and ‘belonging’. Tiny houses sometimes
appear in my paintings, and also often as sculptures
filled with significant images or objects; I love

My recent work has included large acrylic and tiny
watercolour paintings inspired by a trip earlier in the
year to Morocco; small sculptures made from pipecleaners with the fluff burnt off, plaster, paper, and
sticks; and a series of 30 collages about domestic
relationships which I worked on for 12 months.

exploring these concepts.
Were you
encouraged or
supported to be
an artist? Who
supported you and
how?

hope others experience your art?
My work is multidisciplinary, eclectic and prolific! I
have a constant need to respond creatively to the
world and my life.

Just because you aren’t
creating what you see in
your head, doesn’t mean
it’s terrible!

My family have always
supported me in my
art, even more now that
I am taking it beyond just a hobby. My husband is
incredibly encouraging, even agreeing to my brother
building a studio for me in our tiny backyard recently.

Equally strong in their support and inspiration are my
fellow teachers and artists, Niccy and Cheryl. Three
years ago, we formed Duck n Weave Artist Collective
and exhibit twice a year, during the Adelaide Fringe
Festival and the South Australian Living Artist (SALA)
Festival. But best of all are our monthly get-togethers, which
really help me to be accountable and keep on making.
Tell us about your challenges to pursuing your goal
to be an artist and how did you overcome them?
My biggest challenges to having a consistent art
practise have been time and self-confidence. Being
part of our collective has helped a lot with the way I
see myself as an artist, and to quieten my inner critic.
Working on your own all the time really restricts your
understanding of what good art can be.
Just because you aren’t creating what you see in your
head, doesn’t mean it’s terrible! At times, you need
the perspective of others to appreciate your own
strengths.

My titles often come
first, (I have lists of them
everywhere!) so it is
important to me that people
get to interact with my
work in an unhurried way, a
reflective way. Others often
seem to have emotional
connections to my work.
Some relate to my work
on a personal level as they
interpret their own experience through mine. Silly
as it might seem, this is one of the most unexpected
things that came from sharing my art, but one of the
most precious.
What is a typical day in your studio like, how
do you start your day, do you have music on, or
do you like quiet, tell us about your studio and
work flow?
While I am still teaching, I try to spend a few hours
every afternoon and most of the weekend in my
studio. This often means getting up at 6:30am and
taking my coffee and toast out there in my PJs. I do
my best work in pyjamas!
I need music while I work, and have had Gordi on
repeat for the last few months. First of all, I like to
have a tidy up, as things can get a bit crazy when I
have a collage and some painting going at the same
time.
I find it easier at the start of the day as I remember
where I put things!
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In my studio, I have spaces for analogue and digital
work, a painting area, and a comfy chair for guests.
When I paint, I get lost in what I am doing for up to
an hour at a time, but then I need to walk away from
it and get a fresh perspective.
I find that taking progressive photos helps me see the
work more objectively – I notice the good and notso-good bits in the photo, but don’t necessarily see
them in the actual painting. Collages and sculptures
are different, though… I can sit working on them for
hours without a break.
If you could have dinner with any artist in the
world, who would it be and why?
The recently departed Mirka Mora opened my
graduate textiles exhibition on completion of my
teaching degree. She came to meet us before it, but
I was 22 and painfully introverted, and she was this
larger-than-life legend of an ARTIST. I had adored
her work for years, but was much too intimidated to
speak to her – one of the few regrets I have!
To share a meal with her would be incredible. Her
work is so beautiful and emotive, and the stories she
would be able to tell…
How did you become involved in RAW gallery?
My work was spotted on Instagram, and I was asked
if I’d like to participate in the next Adelaide RAW
event, Oasis, which is being held in November.

Front Cover Title: Self Contained.
Artist: Donna Gordge, Australia
Follow Donna on
Website: www.stitchpaintburn.com
Facebook: stitchpaintburn/
Instagram: stitchpaintburn
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How busy were you this month?
We, at Hashtag Oz, were deliciously busy. Between
RockFest Australia and meeting up with so many
gifted artists, musicians and writers, we have had
so much evidence that life is a gift, a journey and a
wonderment of adventure.
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I see now that the purpose of self progress is not to pursue perfection, but to move
closer to the truth of who we really are, to untanble our deepest fears and doubts, and
arrive in that tender, blissful place where we are free to be our purset, boundless selves.
~Beau Taplin ~
Photo: Annabella burdon
Follow Annabella on :
instagram @annabelleburdon
www.annabelleburdonphotography.com
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Youtube Videos of the month
Kav Temperley
All Your Devotion
WATCH ON YOU TUBE >
iTUNES >
SPOTIFY >

The Kite Machine
Sinister Sound
WATCH ON YOUTUBE >

Tales
So Blue
WATCH ON YOUTUBE >
iTUNES>
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Youtube Videos of the month
Oh My My
Woe To My Heart
WATCH ON YOUTUBE >

Sam Perry
Mash Up
WATCH ON YOUTUBE >

Ben Wright Smith
Storm Boy
WATCH ON YOUTUBE >
SOUNDCLOUD >
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Youtube Videos of the month
Motor Ace
2018 Announcement
WATCH ON YOUTUBE >
APPLE MUSIC >
SPOTIFY >

Jerry Trzeciak
Welcome to iRock Music
School
WATCH ON YOUTUBE >
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October tips for

it’s crappy,
1. Make art every day. Even if
stuck, find an
just keep it coming. If you’re
to keep yourself
online challenge to join – try
post your art
accountable by committing to
every day!
whenever you
2. Make art alongside others
ed by the
have the opportunity. Be inspir
m that they are
conversations, try new mediu
using, open your mind!
meet other
3. Go to openings, suppor t and
ne you meet in
artists, and be nice to everyo
know who might
the arts industry – you never
down the track.
end up being a useful contact

Donna Gordge, tips for artists, pages 3-5
1. Make sure everyone is getting paid the same
amount of money.
2. Make sure you have a great working
relationship with everyone. Be friends, and
get along – you’re going to spend a lot of time
doing unromantic things, so get a great sense of
humour and get along.
3. Find a manager who really believes in you
and is faithful to you as well, because if they are
willing to stick to you during the hard times,
they will be awesome when it gets good.

1. Believe in yourself, don’t doubt your abilities.
2. You will never stop learning so do not give up.
Even if you believe there are people better than
you, they were in your position at one stage.
3. Put yourself out there but do not expect
opportunities to fall at your feet.

The Leftovers, tips for bands, pages 22 - 23

Three pieces of advice we’d give to
upcoming bands: Do jazz, live jazz,
and breathe jazz, until you literally
can’t do anymore.

In The Works, pages 20 - 21

Be nice to everyone, roll with
the punches and play every
show like it’s your last.

The Kite Machine, pages 22 - 24

Kav Temperley, tips for bands, pages 14 - 15
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1. Write something every day. Even
when it’s the last thing you do.
2. Always have some way of
recording voice memos with you,
just in case you sing/play a brilliant
melody.

3. Work and surround yourself with
other like-minded people.
4. Be open and honest with your
lyrics and music.

Oh My My, Pages 33 - 35

The only thing I reckon I’d say
about that is just be yourself.
You’ll find other people that feel
the same way you do. You don’t
need to try to impress anyone
or write big hits. People know
when you’re telling the truth
and I feel like I see that more
than anything in artists that
resonate with people.

1. Find a great teacher. Elite athletes need a
coach to get them to the grand final or to win
gold. To be the best they can be, musicians need
the same thing. Find someone who inspires and
guides you, making the whole learning process
more enjoyable and efficient. Find someone
who is not afraid to tell you what you really
need to hear. YouTube videos are great too but
there is no replacement for a great teacher.
2. Be patient. Don’t let the idea that learning
to play well is just too big or too far away.
Anything that is worth doing is worth doing
well, and slow and steady has always won the
race. Practise every day, reward yourself, chip
away at it, go over difficult things slowly, don’t
rush and share your successes with others. It
took me three and a half years to record my
band HAMMERCAN’s latest album, all at the
same time as becoming a Dad for the first time
and working five days a week. We chipped away
at and now almost four years later have the
most wonderful 13 track masterpiece ready to
share with the world.
3. Be true to yourself. Play and make the music
that makes you happy and find your own
unique style, sound and niche by combining
all your influences with your own creative
flair. I wish I knew who said this, but I love the
quote...“I’d rather try and fail being myself
than fail trying to be someone else”. The moral
of this story is that I don’t think anyone who
is true to themselves can ever really fail. The
happiest and most successful people I know
are the ones that are true to themselves. They
don’t see failure as a bad thing and grow as
people because they turn their mistakes into
learning opportunities.

Jerry Trzeciak, Music Education Consultant,
page 56 -61

Ben Wright Smith, pages 45 - 47
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on going
solo, his
new album
and tour
Australia’s most iconic frontman, Kav Temperley

It was not lost on Kav, short for Kavyen, whose

of Eskimo Joe, is stepping out on his own with

name in Indian means The Poet, that his music

his single ‘Pollyanna’, an apt title – reminiscent

ran parallel with his life – as he evolved, so did

of the classic novel written by Eleanor H.

his music.

Porter whose protagonist was known for
her subconscious bias towards an optimistic

Kav’s evolution as a singer/songwriter began in

outlook – while Kav’s ‘Pollyanna’ explores the

high school when he discovered the connection

relativity of happiness and the highs and lows of

between song writing and performance, – which

experiencing life. ‘For me ‘Pollyanna’ was a story

he said made his brain happy straight away –

of coming out of a really crappy, bad period

and the power of music and its effect on those

in my life and having to give myself a pep talk.

around him emotionally. ‘I started making up on

Eventually I didn’t have to live like that anymore

the spot about how beautiful she was and half

and I came back to a good place again.’

way through, I started crying and everyone else
was crying.’

There is a clandestine mantra throughout the
album – that when all is said and done, it will

The strong emotional link between his life

be okay. Life has an okay default button and

and his music shines through when you

we all land there eventually. ‘Especially if you’ve

hear Kav talk about music and how much he

experienced something where you think you’re

loves it. Exploring life themes creatively and

dead, where you’ve hit rock bottom and then

therapeutically where the “demon floating around

you kind of look around and think “Actually, I’m

you” becomes “not even about you” but “goes into

not dead and I’ve survived,” and then you try to

the world” sending out “a universal message” is a

pick yourself up and you start to climb out of the

powerful empowering collective theme.

hole that you’ve been in.’
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Yet, stepping out as a solo artist, after being with

Evolving as a musician has seen Kav explore not

Eskimo Joe since 1997, has been different. ’The

only the dark and heartbreaking, but also the

thing about being in a band, it’s a double-edged

honest and authentic. This new chapter as a solo

sword. The dynamics are like a marriage…. You

artist will keep Kav busy and on the road during

have each other’s back, everyone pulls their

October and November on a massive national

weight and things happen really quickly because

tour (details of tour www.hashtagoz.com.au)

everyone is doing their job. Everyone carries
their load in a band but the amazing thing is

‘So, for me to go out there and be on the road,

that you have creative ideas. I think you need

and play these songs is extremely satisfying and

someone to take it to the next place and make it

I am so happy that I have been able to reach

an amazing song.’

this goal. I’m starting this tour from a simple and
authentic place. When you’ve got an acoustic

Going solo was planned carefully. This meant

guitar it’s really easy to tell your audience the

balancing the timing, creative goals and the

story in the songs and the stories become as

desire to move forward, while being determined

important as the song itself. Hopefully, when

to own the results professionally.

people hear the songs it will encourage them to
say, “Oh, cool, I heard this story…” and then they

‘I’m still really good friends with the guys and

tell their story and so it will continue.’

we have a really good time. For me it was really
important to experiment creatively. So, I created.”

Turn to page 9 and listen to ‘All Your Devotion’.
A beautiful song that encompasses the human
spirit’s need for love and devotion.

Check out tour dates via
www.hashtagoz.com.au

Follow Kav Temperley
instagram @ kavtemperley/
Facebook @ kavtemperley
Twitter @ kavtemperley/
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Photo by Alessio Lin on Unsplash
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National Final
2018
Amplified, In t he
Wo rks, Spli nt e r Ki ss,
Snak e Rope, Next
Ge ne rat ion, Z e n, Mat t
B r oome,

Empi r e, Dr op Ou t Paradi s e,
Sou nd s Of Uni t y, The Le ft Ove rs,
Di sg r u nt led Arci t ec t,
2018NaBest
Junior
In The
nna Klu
mpp,Band:
Common
BoysWorks (Templestowe College)

2018 Best Senior Band: The Leftovers (Trafalgar High)
2018 Best Original Song: The Leftovers (Trafalgar High)
Best Guitarist/Fender Endorsement : Jesse Hinder Camden Haven High, NSW Nana Klumpp
Best Drummer/Daddario Endorsement: Deveraux Elia Woodridge State High, QLD Sounds of Unity
Best Bassist: Jacob Molinaro Wangaratta High, Vic Empire
Best Vocalist: Enari Ah Colt Cranbourne Secondary , Vic Common Boys
Best Keys: Ali Shlaibeq Trafalgar High, Vic Snake Rope
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Thank you for your time. Tell us a little

How would you summarize your experience

about yourself. How did you get involved

in RockFest Australia? What was the

in music? How long have you been

most challenging part of participating in

performing? How often do you practice?

RockFest Australia? How did you overcome
these challenges?

Most of us have been playing our instruments
since we were barely able to walk, but Lucas, our

One word to describe our experience during this

drummer, only started playing a little over five

time: hectic.

months ago.
The most challenging parts about getting ready
We’ve been playing together, Luke, Raski and

for RockFest were probably finding time to

Holly, for about two years, Lucas only joined us

rehearse and then staying focused once we

about three months ago.

finally got the opportunity. There is really only so
much time four people can spend together in a

We practice around three times a week on average.

basement before they start to lose their minds.
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I guess we overcame these challenges from
just pushing through, honestly we owe a huge
amount of thanks to Luke and Lucas’s parents
for keeping us sane, giving us food, and letting
us take over their homes.
How did it feel to winning the Junior
National Category?
We were extremely excited to win after all the
effort we put in, especially Raski, who actually
stayed in Australia while half of his family flew
off to America for a family holiday. They all woke
up at three am to watch a live stream through
Messenger. So thanks Raski, you’re a life saver,
hope you’re having a great time in America.
Who have supported your musical
ambitions? How? Is constructive support
important or do you think a band can do it
on their own?
Our biggest supports would have been our
parents and our teachers. They helped us in
any way they possibly could, whether it was
driving us around to the places we needed to
go, giving us useful feedback, and even staying
after school to help us rehearse. Thanks so
much guys. We definitely could not have done it
without all of you.
How do you manage individual dynamics?
How do you overcome individual
idiosyncrasies and personality clashes?
We don’t have many personality clashes, or
arguments or anything.
Thank you for your time. Hashtag Oz
looks forward to In The Works going from
strength to strength.

Follow In The Works:
Instagram @ intheworksofficial
© 2018 HashtagOz Magazine. All rights reserved.
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The Leftovers formed early 2018. They are

Thank you for your time. Tell us a little

a 5 piece band from Trafalgar, Victoria.

about yourself. How did you get involved

They perform original materials at gigs in

in music? How long have you been

Gippsland, Victoria, Australia.

performing? How often do you practise?

Band Members:
Grady Ruiter (drums/vocals)
Iseabail (Ishy) Lewis (guitar/vocals)
Seth Benson (piano/keyboard)
Josh Geiberras (bass)
Seb Salmela (guitar)
Writing credits shared between Ishy
and Grady with music arrangements
shared by the band.

We began exploring music through the Trafalgar
High School Musical Futures program. The five
of us were intrigued by the idea of playing in a
band. We really enjoyed the thought of playing
music for other people as a way to express
ourselves. As a band we attempted our first
competition in late May, and since then, we
have performed in many different environments
trying to gain exposure and experience. We
practice most lunchtimes at school, during
music class, and most weekends.
How would you summarize your experience
in RockFest Australia? What was the
most challenging part of participating in

© 2018 HashtagOz Magazine. All rights reserved.
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RockFest Australia? How did you overcome
these challenges?
Our experience involving RockFest came with a
lot of excitement. As we were a newly formed
band we were nervous as we had never shown
ourselves, or each other, as capable musicians
outside of school.
The most challenging element of RockFest for us
was trying to express ourselves through more
than just our music. Overcoming this hurdle was
difficult. Already being nervous and doubtful of
our abilities to overcome the talent we were up
against was one thing, but, actually performing
the material we had
produced was nerve
racking as we didn’t know
if either the judges or the
audience would enjoy
our pieces. We overcame
these challenges by
firstly, “Faking it until we
made it”, and secondly,
by trying to enjoy the
performance.

because we know we are surrounded by people
who appreciate what we are doing.
We are lucky to have had such great people
assisting us throughout our music journey. We
believe that without the support of other people
it can be really difficult to build the confidence
you need, making it harder for bands to
establish themselves.
How do you manage individual dynamics?
How do you overcome individual
idiosyncrasies and personality clashes?
If we have disagreements we talk about our
feelings and our options,
and we try to find a solution
that makes everyone feels
like their opinion has been
heard. Whether we scrap
ideas all together or we join
multiple ideas, the majority
of the time we find common
ground. Being close friends
has assisted us greatly with
this as tension between the

We are lucky to have
had such great people
assisting us throughout
our music journey.

As many musicians have said in the past, faking
not being nervous is difficult but rewarding as by
the second song, our “nerves” had disappeared.
How did it feel to win both the Regional and
National Senior Division of RockFest, 2018?
The feeling of winning both the competitions
was indescribable.
Reflecting on our victories helps us to have
confidence in ourselves and believe that nothing
is impossible if you put your mind to it.

five of us is usually low.
What do you think differentiates your
music from other bands? How would you
like your fans to experience your music?
Our music changes time signatures, keys and
genres in almost every piece we compose.
An example of this is when we took a song in
6/8 timing that had a rock feel and we twisted
it into a 4/4 jazz type song, changing the feel
completely. The song went from quite a dark
tone to a much happier, lighter variation even
with the original heavy lyrics.

Who have supported your musical
ambitions? How? Is constructive support
important, or do you think a band can do it
on their own?
Throughout our musical journey, our family,
friends and school have supported us greatly.
The exposure we received, whether it was
through the school newsletters or even a
share via Facebook, has helped our confidence

Follow The Leftovers
instagram @ theleftovers.band/
Facebook @ The-Leftovers-267085523928759/
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Title: Posy Perch
Artist: Donna Gordge
Details on p 3 - 4
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Tell us the story behind the band name.
How did you come up with it?
Basically we just had a big list of words we liked
on a white board and kept re-arranging them
till we found something we liked. It took three
months.

been around for nearly six. If we had to pick
a moment, probably one of the most exciting
parts of our career so far was getting accepted
into the Queenscliff Music Festival for the first time
in 2013. We all love that festival and it was the first
time we’d played a “real” ticketed music festival.
Some people view James Brown and Little

How did you get together as a band? How

Richard as the fathers of Funk Rock way

did you all get involved in music? Was it

back in the 60s. It has come a long way

always the dream to be involved in music?

since then. How do want your music to add

Or did you have other dreams?

to the Funk Rock genre sound?

We’ve all been involved in music basically all our
lives. We all met each other through music and
it’s fair to say music is the definite “plan A” for
our lives.

We feel like we walk a fine line between funk
rock and the prog/fusion scene sometimes.
Although that could just be a case of us
comparing ourselves to bands that a way better
than we are.

How long have you been involved in music?
When did you get your first real break and
how did that happen?
We’ve been playing together as this line-up for
about three years, though The Kite Machine has

Your new single ‘Sinister Sound’ (listen to
it on page 9), has been described by The
Ripe, as “utterly addictive”. (Awesome
visual production, by the way.) What does
‘Sinister Sound’ mean to you guys?
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It’s probably the first time we’ve
set out to write a “pop song” or
probably more to the point, a
radio friendly single. We wanted
a song under four mins that had
all the hooks etc., and didn’t end
up too complicated. Admittedly,
it ended up a tad heavier than
initially intended, but, what can
you do?
When you write music, what
comes first: The music? The
lyrics? Or the topic? How does
it all come together for you?
Tell us about your writing/
composing process
Definitely the music comes first.
We tend to write entire songs with
the form from start to end sorted
before we start on the lyrics. There’s usually a
rough idea for melody, but it’s mostly gibberish
for 96% of the writing process.
What is the one thing that inspires you over
and over again when songwriting? When do
you usually feel the most inspired?
New sounds– made by using different pedals,
amps, and drums –
always get us pumped
up, but it really doesn’t
take much for us to
jam out and start
coming up with some
really exciting stuff.
Your second EP,

We’ve always wanted to play shows for people
as often as they will let us. Everything else
always tends to take a back seat to a live show
but it doesn’t really feel like a sacrifice because
it’s usually what we’d rather be doing. Perfecting
our live shows and the way we perform our
songs has always been, and still is, a major point
of focus for us and ultimately it
will probably be the one thing
that drives us forward through
anything.

Juggling the work
and social life
around the music has
always been tricky.

Lunatics (2015)

What has been the most
challenging part of being
in the music industry? How
did you overcome these
challenges?

reached number 1
on Triple J unearthed charts. ‘Charlotte’
(2016) raked in over 350k listens on
Spotify. (Awesome guys and congrats.)
Before ‘Charlotte’ there would have been
much hard work, sweat and tears before
getting such attention. What pushed you
guys through those times? What did you
focus on? What did you have to give up or

Juggling the work and social life around the
music has always been tricky. We all manage
somehow; though I’m pretty sure Kane is a robot
who doesn’t need sleep.
You guys spend a lot of time together. How
do you manage the dynamics?
Whenever things start to get a little heated we

sacrifice to get where you are now?
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yell “Tippy-toe! Tippy-toe! Lemon tree!” and
we stop everything we’re doing and reset the
conversation. Not really... but that’s actually a
good idea. We’ll adopt that.
You started your ‘Sinister Sound’ tour
on the 24 August. How do you feel about
touring? How do you adapt to the touring
lifestyle? What’s the best part about
touring? What is challenging about touring
and how do you overcome these moments?
Touring is great! We love travelling around,
finding new places to play, and meeting fans far
away from our own homes. It’s pretty surreal
most of the time. The worst part is not sleeping
in your own bed. In fact, we’ve been known to
travel four and a half hours after a gig just to
sleep in our own beds. The best part though, is
that it’s kind of like a holiday, we travel around to
cool places with the people we love and play the
music we want to play. It couldn’t really get much
better… unless we could bring our own beds.
Thanks for your time The Kite Machine.
Hashtag Oz looks forward to watching
your journey, and seeing you grow from

Follow The Kite Machine
www.thekitemachine.com.au
Instagram@ thekitemachine
Facebook @ TheKiteMachine
Twitter@ TheKiteMachine

strength to strength.
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Photo by Nicole Wilcox on Unsplash
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Dreamy indies, Tales, formerly
known as The Winter Gypsy, have
have released a lush new single,
‘So Blue’.

for us. For us it’s essentially about living with
free minds and not letting little issues strike us
down in times of vulnerability. We worked hard
to fuse dark and light sounds into this one, so
it lifts you but gives you chills too. The build
in this track is so epic, it definitely pulls on the
heartstrings for us!”

‘So Blue’ (watch it on page 9) is an intricate
arrangement of a wide variation of different,
intriguing musical and lyrical ideas and was
released on August 24.

The clip for ‘So Blue’ takes this exploration of
vulnerability to a visual level, and the result
is extraordinary. Set in the early ‘90s, with
beautifully-framed shots and delicate natural

So Blue is demonstrative of the kind of
magic that happens when artists allow
themselves to be open to any new idea
that surfaces. The track is opulent, with
exquisite strings and horns arrangements,
sitting perfectly atop a bed of gentle indie
folk guitars and percussion.

This clip portrays a man going
through the process of dealing with a
dark time in his life.

There’s a lot going on, but everything fits
well into place, as Tales’ thoughtful lyricism
also floats above it all.
Lead vocalist Tushar Singh reflects on the
songwriting process, which was a collaborative
one, saying, “This track was co-written with our
friend Timberwolf (Chris Panousakis). I took
the song to him with only the chorus written,
and Chris really helped bring the song to life

light, the clip follows a young man and his
everyday stuggle to find himself. Through each
scene, the viewer gains an insight into his life.
Tush elaborates on this theme, saying, ‘This clip
portrays a man going through the process of
dealing with a dark time in his life. It shows the
vulnerability in one person, and how it can slowly
but surely effect you in times of struggle. It’s very
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imagery and metaphor-heavy – it’s a piece of art
that we’re proud of.’
Tales, formerly known as The Winter Gypsy,
decided that a name change was the right
move for the band at this point in time, as Tush
says, ‘We wanted to change our name for a few
reasons – “gypsy” is an outdated term and we
want to stay relevant and respectful. We also
felt that being locked down by our name to an
indie folk image wasn’t something we wanted
in the long term. This release gave us a way to
make the change cleanly and we feel very good
about it – excited even, for something new and
different.’
The group certainly have a lot to be excited
about. They’ve been mentored by Stu
MacQueen and Dan Crannitch from Aussie
label and management company Wonderlick
(Amy Shark, Montaigne, Boy & Bear) and the
past 12 months have been huge, taking out the
SA Music Awards ‘Best Folk Artist’ category and
performing at 2018’s Scouted festival, as Tush
reflects, ‘(The mentorship has) been such a huge
eye opener for us, in terms of working our way
up, to be more established as a band. We’ve
never been mentored before, so this was such
an amazing experience for us. They’ve really
helped us pave a path for our next step in what
we hope, is the right direction!’

‘So Blue’ is out now.

Follow Tales:
Instagram@ talesmusic
Facebook @ talesmusicaus
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Hey guys! It’s Tush from Tales, and I’m going to talk
about some different things I like to do that help get
me out of ‘the Blues’.
Playing music

This is a no brainer for me. I love having the time to write and strum a few chords on the guitar. It’s just
so therapeutic for me. Jamming with my band is also a fun way to get me out of ‘the Blues’ because it
usually comes with horrible banter and red wine. :)

Days off

Days off from work are just bliss. I work in a cafe, but when I say cafe, I swear it’s the most fast-paced
place I’ve ever worked. It’s so busy all the time and I have no idea how I’m still alive at this point after
working there for over a year. Props to my workplace, Karma and Crow! Amazing coffee and food.
But, as I am sure everyone can understand, having days off from work can get me out of ‘the Blues’.

Alone time

This can put me in ‘the Blues’ as much as it can get me out of them. I absolutely LOVE having time
for myself. Whether I’m at home just relaxing on the couch, or doing chores around the house, it’s
something I crave at times. However, too much of it can be dangerous; so just find that balance that
works for you and you’ll be sweet!

Going to the movies

There’s just something about going to the cinema with your mates, buying the biggest box of popcorn and
just enjoying a couple hours of what could be the best – or worst – movie of all time. I love the movies.

Friends

This one is so important. Having great and loyal friends around me at all times is the best thing.
Whether we are doing absolutely nothing together, or we are going out somewhere, I know they will be
there for me whenever I’m having a bad day.

Family

Having a loving and supportive family is wonderful. What more can I say? I’m loved by my family, and
every day I feel so lucky and happy to be around them. :)

If your dose of ‘the Blues’ isn’t improved by the suggestions in this
article please consult a doctor, a counsellor, an adult you trust,
or contact Beyond Blue - details on page 68.
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Fun Facts
Olivia Newton-John is the
granddaughter of Max Born,
a Jewish Nobel Prize-winning
physicist.
Max fled from Germany to
England to escape the Nazi
regime.
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When listeners were first
introduced to the stylings of
Sydney producer and musician
Oh My My (Sam) earlier this
year, they got a hit of dark
and sultry electronica with
‘Animal House’; now, we see him
go one step further, switching
lanes for a brighter, more
earnest soundscape with new
single ‘WOE, MY HEART’
(Check it out on page 10).

Hashtag Oz had the opportunity to catch up
with Oh My My.
Thank you for your time Sam. While
researching you, we found out that you
are a band member of Bad Pony. Does
that mean you are going solo? Or are you
juggling between going solo and still being
a member of Bad Pony? What prompted
your decision and why? What were the
signs that going solo was a worthwhile
choice to think about?
Hey! Pleasure to be here… and by here I mean,
on my laptop, in bed, writing to you. Bad Pony
is still going strong and I love it just as much as
ever. But I’m just writing so much more music.
I’ve written tonnes of electronic influenced
music over the last year and I thought it was
about time to start releasing some. Now that
I’ve started, I love it as well and I don’t want to
stop it, either. With some careful scheduling and
planning, it should be easy enough to stop any
clashes with the band.
© 2018 HashtagOz Magazine. All rights reserved.
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Naturally there is going to be a divide
between the solo work you do and the
fusion of dynamics that make up the sound
of the band as your musical style is vastly
different to that of Bad Pony. Is this what
prompted you into going solo?
I have pretty eclectic taste. So it just makes
sense for me to dip my toes in a few different
areas and try them out. I have libraries of music
on my computer and I just really needed to start
getting them out into the world. Oh My My has
this slightly twisted dark electronic edge that
wouldn’t really fit Bad Pony, so it was an easy
choice to start a new project.

I don’t prefer either. To me they are in the
same category. I’m always approaching music
from a creative angle. If I’m playing guitar, I’m
expressing myself creatively, just as I am when
I’m producing. I studied performance on guitar
at university, but I’m completely self-taught as a
producer.
What inspires you about music? Why is the
power of music so important to you? What
keeps you motivated to write music and
produce?

musician and producer? How would your

Music still just gives me a huge rush. If I love
a song or artist, I get obsessed; I can’t stop
listening to it or them. Music is all around us
and it literally makes everything better: movies,
running, chilling out, hanging with friends, going
out. Without it, life is pretty bland. New music

friends describe you as a musician and

that pushes the envelope always inspires me to create.

How would you describe yourself as a

producer? How would you like your fans to
experience your music and productions?

If you had to summarize the human journey

I work extremely hard to pursue my passion
as a musician and producer. It’s not always
easy, but it is always fulfilling. I work as a music
tutor and I mentor bands during the day, and
produce, write
and record
music at night.
It’s full on, but
awesome. I
don’t mind
how people are
experiencing
my music,
whether it’s
while they
are running,
dancing, or just chilling, just as long as they’re
enjoying it and getting something from it, then

does this influence the way you approach

in one sentence – what would it be? And
your music and producing? Why?
Tragically worth it.

I think....Australian music
is distinctly different
sound from the rest of
the world

I’m grateful.
Tell us how you became involved in music
and producing professionally? What do
you prefer? What different aspect of your
personality comes out in music compared
to producing? Are you self-taught or a
professionally trained musician and producer?

Life can seem hard sometimes,
but if you stick it out and
persevere, there are true joys to
be experienced.
What do you think
differentiates Australian music
from the rest of the world?
Why?

I think we are fairly isolated and our music scene
is less saturated than some other countries. This
allows our creativity room to breed. It also gives
Australian music a distinctly different sound
from the rest of the world.
What has been the most challenging part
of being a musician? How did you overcome
these challenges?
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song brings to the topic?
Self-belief: this is something I still struggle with. I
think you’ve just got to continue to push forward
with your passions. In the end, it’s worth it.
You have a new single, ‘Woe, My Heart’.
Congratulations, it’s an amazing song.
The inspiration behind this song and lyrics
was witnessing the break-up of a friend’s
intimate relationship and the resulting
heartbreak they suffered. A lot of songs
explore the break up/heartache or the

I just think it’s something that pretty much
everyone can relate to and empathise with.
It’s hard to say what every new song brings.
But hopefully it’s perspective. We are all in this
together.
Thank you so much for your time Sam and
yes, we are all in this together. Looking
foward to hearing more from you, in the
future.

yearning for an intimate relationship. Why,
do you think, is there no end to expressing
artistically the human need for intimate
connection? What do you think each new

Follow Oh My My :
Instagram@ ohmymymusic
Facebook @ ohmymythemusic
Twitter @ ohmymymusic
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Title of work: This is the way
Artist: Donna Gordge
To follow Donna details on p 3-5
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H

e is an Australian looping artist who
grew up in Perth, WA with a dad
and brothers who are all singers.

He won the hearts of Australians with his
unique style and his commitment to be
himself creatively from the very beginning.
Sam Perry, the winner of the seventh series
of The Voice 2018, has come a long way
with a new mash-up video, a competition
and an upcoming tour.
Sam Perry’s empathy and sensitivity as an artist
readily shine through. He speaks candidly about
his youth, his taciturn nature, his love of music,
his commitment to pursuing a singing career
and his desire to support others’ journeys in the
music industry.
His Not A DJ support competition captures Sam’s
values and visions fittingly. ‘It’s giving an up-andcoming artist the opportunity to step out of their

bedroom and get on stage.’ The competition
gives the winner/s the opportunity of a paid gig
and being on tour with Sam in November and
December of this year with his Not a DJ tour.
‘I’m a quiet person. I never really reach out for
help when I desperately need it and I never
knew who to contact when a big band was
coming through. I knew I would be a great
support and I knew I would do well but I just
didn’t know who to write to. I see this as an
opportunity to find some great acts.’
His Not A DJ tour will see Sam Perry doing what
he loves doing best – performing in front of a
live audience, performing in the manner we
have come to love about Sam – his uniqueness,
growling between stanzas and rolling with the
music, expressing his “outside the box” ways
and being true to himself.
Sam, after all, has learned the importance of
trusting his creativity the hard way. When Sam
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talks about his youth, he candidly admits that
he had his challenges and it was his youth that
taught him to be passionately true to himself.
He has found out the value of solitude, quiet
and shutting out the world to get his creative
juices working, connecting to both his core and
what is important to him. ‘I stopped listening to
music for 3 months.’
‘I set myself up for how I felt and not to be
influenced by others. It’s super hard to do and
I’m still learning.’ This is a disciplined skill that
has worked for Sam and ensured his passion
and love for writing music has been assured
irrespective of what challenges have been
thrown at him, enabling him to embrace his
learning curve and always keep elements of
himself in his music.
Sam Perry is not a novice in the entertainment
and music industries. Prior to The Voice he had
tried acting in theatre, performed on Broadway,
which took him as far as Alaska. ‘But acting was
not really for me.’ He had experienced the music
industry through the lens of being in a number
of bands and playing 800-900 shows during a
5-year period. ‘I’ve been lucky enough to see the
world through music.’ This period of Sam’s life
refined his musical style and made him aware
that music empowers him to connect with
people through music, and the importance of
surrounding himself professionally with people
who allow him to stay true to himself.

Yet, he is mindful of his audience at all times
and the learning curve he is on. Living in the
spotlight, knowing who to befriend in the music
industry, maintaining his love of music while
being himself are the focus of his thoughts and
are at the forefront of his future plans. It is no
surprise that he has joined forces with Benjamin
Stanford, a fellow Australian and “the Jimi
Hendrix of looping.” Together they are writing
and creating music with Benjamin helping Sam
to produce. Universal music has helped Sam
“to put Sam in the room with the right people
to help me write.” This massive learning curve
has encouraged Sam to trust his intuition and
plan his future. ‘I’d love to focus on recording in
the next few years and we are thinking about
heading over to NZ, booking some shows
out there. I’d love to tour Asia and following
into Europe. Small steps start small and then
become big.’
For details about Sam Perry’s tour, check
out www.hashtagoz.com.au.
Check out Sam’s new mash up video on
page 10.

‘I think that’s the main thing. If I’m working with
a producer of records and they understand
where I’m coming from, then it works. I’m writing
music for me and not anyone else. When I like it,
I like it, and that’s what I did on The Voice. I was
just me doing what I do and people loved it.’

Follow Sam Perry :
www.samperrymusic.com
Instagram@ SamPerryMusic
Facebook @ samperrymusic
Twitter @ SamPerryMusic
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SUPPORT COMPETITION
2018’s experiences have set Perry up for a wild ride, one that he wants to get some
exciting new artists in on too. A strong supporter of new talent, Perry has put a call
out for young artists to submit their music, with one selected to support him on his
national tour in each state “Starting out as a local artist in a small town, I know all too
well how hard it can be to meet the right people, and be heard amongst the already
established bands. I’m not great at networking and there is not really a rule book to
follow. All I knew, is that I wanted to perform to a room of people, that were there
to listen. I can’t wait to hear all your music, and find a local support act to join me in
their city on my tour around the country”

To be involved, send a demo (SoundCloud or private download link), bio
and photo to info@michaelparisimgmt.com

Perry will be touring throughout
November and December, bringing his
thriving live show to venues around the
country.
© 2018 HashtagOz Magazine. All rights reserved.
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A Date
With The
Debutante
Chapter 6
Written by James Langton

I

t was an anxious twenty-four steps to the
door. Peter’s attempts to drive his thoughts
away from the inevitable disaster of the night
to come were not working. In fact, he could
hear his heart bouncing against his ribcage. He
pressed the doorbell and held his breath.
The door swung open. Peter’s mother stood on
the opposite side, keys in hand.
‘Oh, Peter, you almost gave me a heart attack. I
wasn’t expecting you for another 20 minutes.’
He shrugged. ‘Bus must have been early. Mum,
this is Rebecca.’
Rebecca held out her hand, only to be pulled
into a hug.
‘I’m so glad Peter has a friend. You can call me
Julia. Or Mrs. Jones, I really don’t mind.’
Rebecca sucked some air back into her lungs.
‘Nice to meet you, Mrs. Jones. Peter invited me
over to-’

‘To do some homework. Yes, to do some
homework. We have a lot of English homework
to do,’ Peter said.
Mrs. Jones released Rebecca. ‘Okay. I have to
run down to the supermarket to get some food
for dinner. I shouldn’t be any longer than 20
minutes. Peter, call before you have friends over
next time. I need to know in advance, okay?’
He nodded. His mother kissed him on the cheek
and strolled out the door.
Peter drew an anxious breath. ‘I need you to
wait here.’
‘Why?’
‘My sister might be here. If she finds out I
brought a girl home, she’ll never let it go.’
She laughed. ‘What, seriously?’
Peter stared back in seriousness.
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‘Okay. Going Mission:
Impossible style, then.’
Peter scouted the hallway.
There were no obvious
laughs or snores. He
walked carefully down the
hallway, then gestured to
Rebecca to follow him.
‘Peter?’ said Jenny, poking
her head up from the
couch.
‘Yes, it’s me. You can go
back to your Snapchat,’
Peter said.
‘Who’s she?’
‘This is Rebecca, a friend
from school. We’re going to
do some homework.’

happen.’

‘I’m sure you are,’ snickered Jenny, popping her
head back down.

Peter’s face turned to concern. He reached out
his hand and placed it over Rebecca’s.

Peter’s bedroom was tidy and well-kept. The
bed stood proudly on the opposite end of the
room, complemented by a pair of bedside tables
stacked with books. A desk absorbed most of
the space on the right side, piled with scraps of
paper and notes. The whole room smelled like a
small book store.

‘I’m sorry that happened to you. You know,
there are many characters in fiction in similar
situations to yours. Like Jane Eyre, or-’
‘Wait, wait. Did you just compare me to an
orphan?’

‘Nice setup you have
here,’ Rebecca said,
sitting down on Peter’s
bed.
‘It works. Sorry for my
family, they’re a little
weird.’

‘Well, not as in an orphan, I just meant, like-’

The whole room smelled
like a small book store.

‘No problems. At least you have a sister.’

Rebecca crossed her arms.
‘Like what?’
‘Like, like… Like she’s a
strong individual, coming
from a poor background-’

‘A poor background? Do
you think I come from a poor background? My
dad works for a large bank. I am not some poor
English orphan girl who deserves your pity!’

Peter sat on the bed next to Rebecca. ‘What do
you mean?’

‘I didn’t mean that, Rebecca!’

Rebecca sighed. ‘My mum died when I was little.
I don’t remember her very much at all. Dad says
that she wanted another baby, but that didn’t

‘You know what, it’s fine. I clearly made a huge
mistake coming here, I thought that maybe
my instincts were right for once, and you were
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someone who might actually care,’ she said,
stomping out.
Peter stood up. ‘No, no, don’t go. I didn’t mean
to insult you. I was trying to…trying to impress
you, for goodness’ sake.’
Peter ran clumsily after her, muttering several
apologies under his breath.
Rebecca ran straight into Peter’s father.
‘Hey, what’s this? Who are you?’
Peter ran his hand through his hair. ‘Dad, this
isn’t a good time, really-’
‘No, no, this is a good time. Is this your new
friend? You must stay for dinner. Peter’s mum
makes a great chicken soup. This’ll be great,’ he
said, a smile growing over his face.
Rebecca looked up, almost frightened. ‘Oh, um,
Mr. Jones, look, I didn’t know that you were
home. I have to get going, I have lots of-’
‘Nonsense, nonsense! I’ll ring Peter’s mother.
We’ll be all settled,’ he said, getting out his
mobile phone and tapping profusely.
Rebecca turned to Peter, dismay filling her eyes.
Peter shrugged. ‘I guess you’ll be staying for
dinner.’

What does dinner reveal? and how does Peter and
Rebecca rise to the challenge of this revelation?
Follow Darwin’s journey in November’s issue.
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Title: Wiggly Wagtail
Artist: Donna Gordge
To follow Donna, details on p 3 - 4
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Fun Facts
Delta Goodrem’s popularity
increased when she appeared in
Neighbours, an Australian soap
opera, as Nina Tucker in 2002.

Photo by Seth Macey on Unsplash
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Ben
Wright
Smith
2017 was a big year for Ben Wright Smith,
Melbourne musician and APRA awardnominated singer-songwriter, whose
acclaimed debut album ‘The Great
Divorce’ made waves both in Australia
and overseas. Ben has returned
with a brand new single
‘STORM BOY’ ( on page
10) and the Melbourne
songwriter has proven
that his songwriting
abilities are stronger
than ever.
Hashtag Oz had the
opportunity to catch
up with Ben.
© 2018 HashtagOz Magazine. All rights reserved.
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Thank you for your time Ben. In researching
you, we didn’t find out much about your
musical journey. Was music always a part
of your life? Did you always plan to be in
music or did you have other plans? Do you
remember the day you decided you would
pursue a singer/songwriter career?
I always wanted to be a cartoonist when I was a
little kid but then I started playing music when
I was about 10. I think from that moment I was
pretty much sold. I started trying to write songs
as soon as I could play
anything and just kept
doing that for fun.
Did you get much
support to pursue
a musical career?
Do you think it’s
important or not
important to get
external support?
Why?

just found that the more I put into it the more I
seem to get out of it and so forth.
Which musicians or bands have influenced
you? Why?
There have been so many musicians who have
influenced me I really think it’s impossible to say.
Not only do I love listening to music but I think
it influences us in more ways than we think.
Before I had ever been in love I’d listened to love
songs and imagined what it would be like. Same
goes for breaking up, feeling mad, whatever,
there is a song for
just about anything.

I guess the thing about
being a musician is
you can’t really turn
it off. Lots of people
might not understand
that you’d rather be
at home writing songs
than doing normal
enjoyable things.

I would say most
people are supportive.
I guess support from
others is good but
really I think you’ve
just got to be enjoying
what you’re doing. No one else is going to
validate you and ultimately you can only make
stuff that you want to make. You can’t fake it
or try to make something that you think other
people will like as you’ll probably fail at that.

How long have you been involved in music?
When did you start? When did you get your
first real break and how did that happen?
What were you doing before you got your
first real break?
I’ve been playing music my whole life. I just kept
going. I think maybe the idea of the big break is
a bit of a myth from the 80s or something. I’ve

If you had to
summarize the
human journey
in one sentence
– what would it
be? And does this
summary affect
your song writing
and music?

In Hamlet
Shakespeare wrote,
“There is nothing
good or bad but
thinking makes
it so.” so I might
just go with that. I think that sentence almost
perfectly describes the music making process
for me.
What do you think differentiates Australian
music from the rest of the world? Why?
I guess one thing Australia has always had going
for it is its isolation. Musically I hear influences
from all around the world in the music in
Australia. It seems like there is really heaps
going on right now and the rest of the world
is looking at our Australian music scene and
asking, “What is going on over there?”
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What has been the most challenging part of

You are notorious for your tours. Was

being a musician? How have you overcome

touring something that came naturally

these challenges?

or not so naturally? What mindset do you
acquire when touring so as to perform at

I guess the thing about being a musician is you
can’t really turn it off. Lots of people might not
understand that you’d rather be at home writing
songs than doing normal enjoyable things. A
lot of people ask me “How is your music going?”
as if there is a point or reason or goal behind
it. It’s not really like that. You’re just expressing
yourself. Sometimes you’ll be right in the middle
of something important and you get an idea for a

your peak level?

song and you’ve got to find a way to not forget it.

future.

I love meeting people and travelling so touring is
just an added bonus for me making music. I’d be
on a never ending tour if I could.
Thank you Ben for your time. Looking
forward to seeing more of your music in the

You have a new single ‘Storm Boy’, what
was the inspiration behind that song?
I saw a lot of people fighting over really trivial
stuff. It seems to be the story of our generation
sadly. I wrote a story of an island where people
were so caught up in their infighting that they
didn’t realise that a giant storm was coming. I
think it’s easy to get caught up in these everyday
battles but it’s hard to focus on the bigger
picture sometimes.
‘The Great Divorce’, like a lot of your
lyrics, is introspective, capturing relatable
moments for so many people. Do you
think the best songs capture the human
emotional journey? Why do you think
humans yearn to capture their journey in
song?
Yes, I think the best songs for me do that. I’ve
thought about songs for ages and why they
resonate so much with people. I think music is
probably one of the most mystic forms of art
that we have. Making noise in order to capture
time seems to predate even language so I think
there is something quite primal in our reaction
to this stuff. It’s very deep.

Follow Ben Wright Smith on:
http://www.benwrightsmith.com/
Instagram @ benwrightsmith
Facebook @ benwrightsmithmusic
Twitter @ benwrightsmith
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I

t’s 2001, you’re driving home from work,

for that highly anticipated reunion, because in

flicking through the radio stations, and

March and April of 2019, the band we all love

Five Star Laundry by Motor Ace is being

will embark on a national tour to celebrate the

played on Triple j, Triple M and a bunch of

20 year anniversary of the band’s inception,

other stations in between. Then, as you

kicking off in Adelaide at The Gov on March 29,

walk in the door, the television is blaring

then moving through Perth, Sydney, Brisbane

and it’s Motor Ace again, with their iconic
track ‘Death Defy’ reaching an even wider
audience as the theme song for the beloved
Australian television series The Secret
Life Of Us. And you probably caught them
performing at the ARIAS and across all the
various shows on tv at that time too, that
was what it was like during the peak of
Motor Ace – absolute saturation, and even
then people couldn’t get enough.
Fast forward almost two decades and Motor
Ace’s hoards of fans no longer have to wait

and finishing up in Melbourne at the renowned
venue 170 Russell on April 12.
Within the first month of being on sale, Five
Star Laundry went gold in Australia – a massive
feat when considering what it takes for a
record to go gold in 2018, with just 7 Australian
albums having been certified gold this year.
What followed was an exhaustive touring and
promo schedule, which included unbelieveable
support slots alongside Foo Fighters, Oasis and
Blink-182. It was sold out shows every night,
and absolute domination on the airwaves;
Motor Ace were a staple in consecutive Triple
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j Hottest 100 countdowns, and a mainstay on

Laundry sessions coming direct to fans, too,

the ARIA charts. Their timely sophomore album

as the band have been delving deep into the

Shoot This was released in 2002 to abundant

archives to find some demos and footage that

critical acclaim. It spawned lead single ‘Carry

are sure to stir up those nostaligic vibes. ‘It’s

On’ that held the coveted #1 most played song

really cool to listen to the initial demos and to

on Australian airwaves for eight weeks in a row,

see where they ended up on the record after

and ‘Shoot This’, debuting at #1 on the charts

it had been produced,’ says Damo. ‘I’ve found

and achieving gold sales on release. It was an

loads of footage from ages ago from touring, as

electrifying whirlwind, as lead singer Patrick

well. We are going to release some unreleased

Robertson reflects, ‘In retrospect, it can look

demos that we did before the records were

a bit like we came out of nowhere. But we did

recorded, including Shoot This demos some of

work very hard with a lot of relentless touring,

which sounds better than the official recording.’

a focus on writing great songs and energetic
live shows. We always struggled a little to find

Since disbanding all those years ago, the Motor

a stylistic niche and felt a little on the outer in

Ace boys have been up to all those regular ‘life’

that regard. But I think at the end of the day

things – families, kids and jobs. But for what’s

we made some really strong connections, and

set to be an amazing few weeks of shows, the

hopefully enduring ones, with our fans because

band are back together just like the good old

of our songs above all else.’ Drummer Damo

days – although, in true Damo form, he jokes

Costin adds, ‘It was pretty amazing at the time,

that a little stamina training might be in order

and something that I still feel very proud of…

this time around – ‘If I get to the end of the

we definitely milked being number one on the

show and I am still alive it will be a miracle. I am

charts.’

currently in training – send in all fitness tips!’

The band are thrilled to be back together to play

Motor Ace is Patrick Robertson (vocals, guitar),

hits and album faves from Five Star Laundry,

Dave Ong (guitar), Damo Costin (drums) and

and later albums Shoot This and Animal, for

Matt Balfe (bass).

fans all across the country, as lead singer Pat
Robertson says, ‘It’s been 20 years since we

Tickets to Motor Ace 20th Anniversary – A

were playing our first shows around Melbourne

Five Star Reunion tour are on sale now.

- at the Punters Club, Evelyn and Espy - and 13

Details on www.hashtagoz.com.au

years since the last Motor Ace show. It feels
pretty bizarre to be honest, but really looking
forward to playing shows with the guys and

Check out Motor Ace teaser video on page 11

most importantly seeing if we can still party!’
Damo adds, ‘It feels absolutely surreal, the
reason being that when I was 22, and young
and earnest, I had no idea that 20 years later I
was going to play these songs again! I am most
excited about enjoying those songs again in a
live space, excited to play again with a sense of
nostalgia and giving my all with the guys. We
really wanna have some fun with it.’
And it sounds as though there might be some

Follow Motor Ace on:
Instagram @ motoraceofficial

exclusive Motor Ace content from the Five Star
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Title: Things I Never Said Before
Artist: Donna Gordge
Details on p 3 - 5
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Chapter Two
The Soul’s Desire For Freedom

I

s life a heartache or a journey towards relative

insects, fish, animals, and life in general. I was

happiness? Is it a discipline in learning what

fascinated by Dmitri Mendeleev’s periodic table

noises in life to dull and what sounds to

which demonstrated, and predicted, the orderly

increase? Is it a voyage towards finding our soul,

structure of atoms. I suddenly saw my face in

our authentic self? Or maybe it’s about finding

every person that crossed my path whether they

the truth.
I was 13 when I felt that
life was not about me
but about something
much bigger than me.
If I had to explain why
I thought that way it
would have been too
hard to explain with my

were European, Anglo,

Watching my parents’
relationship was like
watching finches ever
hopping randomly
around each other but
never learning to walk,
work, or live, side by side.

13-year-old vocabulary.

Asian, or Semitic.
I saw such intense
similarities and not
differences. I saw the
beauty of the human spirit
and its striving to come
out from the darkness
and into the light. So
many things that I was

I was mesmerized by the variety of life and

taught to believe or think, like dominoes, fell flat

how on each tree there was an abundance of

in an instant. It was like having my heart freed,

leaves. I was inspired by the diversity of flowers,

and seeing for the very first time.
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I think this was borne from my home dynamics.
My mother, a Jewish Russian and atheist from

“He who has courage and faith will never perish

a well-to-do and well-educated family eloped

in misery!”

with my father, a German Catholic from the
wrong side of town with sky-high ambitions.

I wanted both courage and faith. I would roll the

They should never have married. To this day, I

words, courage and faith around my tongue like

firmly believe that people from polar cultures,

one does when sucking a sugar lolly. I knew with

polar life opportunities, polar beliefs, polar

every fibre of my body, that I was responsible

values, and polar life viewpoints should never

for how my life panned out, not my parents and

marry. Watching my parents’ relationship was

whatever they were able to give me, I had to be

like watching finches ever hopping randomly

grateful because, in their broken way, they did

around each other but never learning to walk,

the best they could. I didn’t understand, though,

work, or live, side by
side. It was a chaotic
mess of continuous
misunderstandings,
unfulfilled emotional
needs, arguments,
fights and eternal

Their best left me feeling
sad, lonely, neglected, and
lost. I didn’t feel as if I had
any foundation, or solid
ground, under my feet.

that it was their best,
because it didn’t
feel good. Their best
left me feeling sad,
lonely, neglected, and
lost. I didn’t feel as if
I had any foundation,

yearnings. Growing up

or solid ground,

was all about hearing

under my feet.

and seeing my parents grabbling, groping and
trying to draw out something deep from each

My parents partied hard when I was young.

other, something that the other person did not

Every colourful character in our area always

have, or something that couldn’t be pulled out.

landed in our home, every weekend. There was

Maybe it was not their business to pull it out

the gypsy who was black and Jewish. My dad,

from the other. I don’t know. What I do know, is

in his “non-pc”, roar-out-loud-laughing way,

that they stayed in a marriage that made them

would say, “Three strikes and you’re out!” and,

miserable, and which stunted and disabled their

in turn, the gypsy would reply “Nazi Jew lover”.

growth as individuals.

Then the courtesan wearing a mink coat and
diamond necklace would join in the laughter and

And so it was that aged 13 I decided my parents,

merriment, along with the wannabe politician

Sarah and Wilhelm, were going to be the

and the high school principal.

template of what I would never be and what I
would fight against.

We lived in Sweden at that time and back in the
70s this was my world. Together they would

It seemed not a coincidence when I read The

drink, be merry, play cards and eat garlic-butter

Diary of Anne Frank. Her thoughts were scored

sandwiches. I still remember the smells. They

into my subconscious mind, as if by a razor,

never leave me and I use them as a guide post

leaving a permanent mark that would never heal.

of what, and who, to avoid. These people were
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directionless, soulless, and unhappy, using

I wonder now whether we all have this thread in

distractions and busy-ness as their compasses.

our soul that connects us to the past, influences
our present and our goals for the future. Should

I remember one particular night when I was

we all try to cut this umbilical cord and create

seven years old and the cards came out,

our own thread to the future, for the sake of

followed by lots of money. The courtesan,

posterity and our legacy?

stood near my father. She was beautiful in that
“Hollywood” fashion. She pushed her chest

I know that has been my own journey.

forward deliberately as she whispered into my
father’s ear “Win for me.” My father, Wilhelm,

Now, at the age of 50, my thread has been

who was an extremely good-looking man –

shaped by me in a thoughtful fashion but it

dark, brown eyed, with strong eyebrows and

has been a haphazard road. I wish it had been

a full mouth – looked up, and I saw their eyes

orderly. I so admire people who have an orderly

lock, and in her eyes I saw the eyes of a praying

manner about them. I think, by default, they

mantis who believed she could devour this man.

were always my templates. Maybe because they
symbolized substance and certainty and I craved

My father suddenly laughed heartily and the

both.

card game started.
I admire the human spirit. Its ability to be
I don’t remember who won or lost that card

whatever it chooses to be fills my lungs with

game. I never followed the winners or losers. I

hope and frees me from the nonsense that

was more interested in watching this group of

enslaves so many.

people behind the safety of our brown drapes. I
as always, fell asleep against the wall behind the
drapes. The drapes hugged me like a blanket, as
I looked on at this adult world, uncensored, and
unedited.
I noticed my mother’s face that day. She saw
what I had seen between the courtesan and my
father. I also saw the reality of my mother for
the first time. She was a plain, nondescript, and
unremarkable woman who had fallen in love out
of her depth and comfort zone. I saw in her eyes

Chapter three will be published in
November issue of Hashtag Oz.

that she knew this. It was then that both my sense
of compassion for my mother and my surreal
idealism of my father were born. This combination
hooked into my soul, eating at me and eventually
clashed like cymbals, leading to my commitment
to be nothing like either of my parents.
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Jerry
Trzeciak
Musician / Music Teacher/
Music Education Consultant
/ Curriculum and Program
Design Mentor and Coach
Jerry is the program director at iROCK

Program and is developing a strong online

Music School, which is a private music

educational presence using Instagram

school located in Cranbourne North,

and Facebook. Jerry even aims to make

Melbourne, Australia. iROCK Music

iROCK Music a record label one day for new

School provides lessons on guitar, bass,

talent and plans on producing an annual

drums, ukulele, keyboard and vocals. The

CD and live online concert showcase of

services they offer include private lessons

student work in the future. He is building

at the studio, online learning via video

his team around him and on the lookout for

conferencing software anywhere in the

interested parties, supporters, sponsors,

world, innovative school instrumental

coaches, teachers, partners, clients and

programs and music education consulting.

anyone else passionate about doing a

iROCK Music is developing its own unique

great service for music education all over

curriculum which is evidence and research

the world. iROCK Music is on a mission to

based, connecting state and national

“Unleash Your Inner Rock Star!”

curriculum standards with classroom and
instrumental music for the first time,
anywhere. iROCK Music is in the process

Hashtag Oz caught up with Jerry about
iRock, its curriculum and his music.

of launching its new Distant Schools
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Thank you for your time Jerry. Tell us a little
about yourself. How did you get involved in
music?
I was born in Melbourne, but Mum and
Dad were from Tassie and moved us back
there when I was 2 years old. Growing up in
Tasmania was great for our family but I always
knew I’d return to Melbourne one day. While
we were living in St. Kilda Mum and Dad’s flat
got broken into and my Dad’s hi-fi stereo was
stolen. He loved music and he was always
playing albums from bands and musicians
like Fleetwood Mac, Chris Rea and Paul
Simon. Losing that stereo was the beginning
of my Dad’s lifelong search for the ultimate
music sound. He is not a musician but has a
very well-tuned ear. I spent many childhood
moments sitting on his lap as he tapped his
foot to the beat, watching him and my Mum
dance to disco music on a Saturday night, or
working closely with him to set up his next
piece of state of the art equipment. He trained
me to listen for the finest details which has
contributed to making me the musician I am
today.
Although Mum and my Grandma played the
piano a little bit, I was the first person in our
family to make music my number one passion
in life. In Year 6 I remember my school’s guitar
teacher visiting my class and asking if anyone
would like to learn. I’d never even considered
it until that point. Mum and Dad signed me
up and I started lessons. I would come home
and show mum what I’d learnt, and she’d
learn from me. The other kids in the group
were much better than me and at that point I
couldn’t imagine ever being able to play that
cool ‘Smoke on the
Water’ riff or ‘Peter
Gunn’ theme like
they did. Little did
I know how wrong
I was and how my
quick decision to
learn the guitar
would define my
future and what I
would do for the
rest of my life.

electric guitar for my 12th birthday if there
was a car park out the front of the music shop.
Lucky for me there was, and I got my first
electric guitar and amp package from Barratts
Music in Launceston. I was very happy. By
the final year of
high school, I
started jamming
with a drummer
and a new music
teacher arrived.
His program and
philosophy was
awesome. All of
a sudden I was in
my first proper
band, we were playing in the battle of the
bands, touring other school and playing on the
weekends. It wasn’t about theory. It was about
playing, and I loved it. Little did I know how

I was in my first proper band, we were
playing in the battle of the bands,
touring other school and playing on
the weekends. It wasn’t about theory.
It was about playing, and I loved it.

All through high school I continued to
improve. Mum and Dad said I could have an
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much his teaching style would impact mine,
even before I began teaching.
Soon after this the singer’s Mum put me in
touch with her friend who was a professional
musician. His band needed a lead guitar
player and I was the perfect match apparently.
Dad was a little worried about me playing
professionally in pubs and clubs and being
out late at night. But the boys in the band
looked after me and, as a 15 year old, I started
my working life
as a professional
musician, getting paid
to play. Once again, I
loved it.

through online lessons?
The internet is a beautiful thing. Once upon
a time you could only take advantage of the
services on offer in your immediate area.
The internet has created an abundance
of opportunities for everyone in that we
now have the world at our finger tips. If a
person wants, and they have a good internet
connection, they can open their laptop,
or turn on their phone, and connect with
experts in any field
anywhere around the
world. We think there
is a great opportunity
for music education to
step into this world a
little deeper using video
conferencing software
such as Zoom, Skype
or Facetime. Right now there are schools in
remote areas, or students on the other side of
the world, which would benefit from services
being offered right here through iROCK Music
School. Due to distance and cost it can be
completely unaffordable for these schools or
students to take advantage of these services
face to face. That’s where the iROCK Music
Distant Schools Program comes in. Right

The internet has created an
abundance of opportunities for
everyone in that we now have
the world at our finger tips.

By this stage I’d
decided music
would be my life.
I was studying music and music teaching
at University and was on my way to having
enough security to move back to Melbourne
and play and teach professionally. I graduated
with a Bachelor of Performing Arts/Music
(Hons) and Bachelor of Teaching. That was
13 years ago and since then I’ve played
hundreds of gigs, taught every year level
from Foundation to Year 12 and released two
albums of original music. I’ve led and built
music programs in schools from the ground
up and increased enrolments
by up to 600% in very short
spaces of time. I continue to
perform professionally, lead
music education innovation
and love what I do. I met my
wife at a school I worked
at in Melbourne and we
have a gorgeous little girl. I
never forget my decision to
learn guitar all those years
before, because ultimately
music brought me to my
future family and wonderful
friendships. I’m a strong
believer in trust and kindness,
and their impact on creating
high quality relationships.
You’ve started online music
lessons. What was the
inspiration behind them?
What do you hope to achieve
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our in-school instrumental program which
schools in Melbourne’s eastern and southern
suburbs can contact us about. The key point
of difference between what we are offering
in comparison to other school instrumental
companies is our iROCK curriculum. It’s
how we use it to connect the classroom and
instrumental programs while still meeting
relevant state and national curriculum
standards. There is no other instrumental
music program like this. Over the years we
have learnt a lot from the Musical Futures way
of learning and our approach is simple: create
opportunities for our students to play music
they love and choose, all of the time.

now we are developing instrumental music
programs, professional development and
private lesson platforms for students and
teachers in other parts of the country and
world. These programs will place our iROCK
Music curriculum, 1234 iROCK Method and
specialist knowledge right where it’s needed
most. We even have schools in Dallas, Texas
who are working with us to make this program
the best it can be. We hope this program will
give students and teachers greater access to
music education and independent learning
experiences at home and at school. This
program is providing a platform that is safe,
and building skills essential for the 21st
century learner.
What other products or services do you
provide?
iROCK Music School offers private music
lessons from our studio in Cranbourne
North, Melbourne, Australia. The instruments
we cater for include guitar, bass, drums,
keyboard, ukulele and vocals for all ages
and ability levels. We also offer live online
lessons using video conferencing software
such as Zoom, Skype or Facetime for anyone
around the world who can’t attend our
studio. We are in the process of developing

In addition to this we are developing our own
music curriculum based around what we call
the “engine room” of everything we do here
at iROCK Music School. That engine room is
our 1234 iROCK Method which is a structured
approach to teaching and learning in music.
It breaks down the teaching of instrumental
parts, and their increasing difficulty, to
students in mixed-level ability groups. It allows
us to teach any song, on any instrument, to
any student, and produce an outcome where
they feel they are in control of their own
learning and making great progress. The 1234
iROCK Method explicitly targets learning at
4 levels and is presented as both an online
video and charted resource. Each instrument
video features a 1234 iROCK video along with
a level-by-level tutorial. All great teachers
should be doing this already but it’s the way
we package it and present it to students that
makes it so great. One of our YouTube videos
has even had over 53 000 views. We recently
returned home from the USA presenting
our 1234 iROCK Method at the 2018 Modern
Band Summit run by Little Kids Rocks at the
Colorado State University in Fort Collins, CO.
Over 30 American teachers attended our
session and are now using our methods back
in their classrooms.
We are also in the process of setting up
our Music Education Consultancy program
which will give us the opportunity to develop
aspects of music education which don’t
receive enough attention in schools including
curriculum design, program design, coaching,
mentoring, professional development, the
measurement of student growth and the
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link between classroom and instrumental
music. With other priorities in schools being
more of a focus it can be hard for music
teachers to find the opportunities to build
their professional knowledge the way other
teachers might. iROCK Music is attempting to
change all of this.
You are involved in RockFest Australia. How
did you get involved in RockFest? What do
you think are the advantages of Secondary
Colleges and their students getting involved
and participating in RockFest?
As a classroom music teacher for many years
in schools in Melbourne’s South East I have
had the opportunity to get to know the team
at Cranbourne Music well. Over the years
they have helped me and my schools with
instrument purchases and repairs. I was
even lucky enough to work with my school,
Cranbourne Music, builders and architects
on the design and fit out
of a $3.5 million dollar
Performing Arts Centre.
Luc, who is the music
education consultant
at Cranbourne Music,
invited me to attend
RockFest as a guest
this year. In the past
my school bands have
performed at RockFest
and it was great to
be able to attend the
national final and see the kind of talent the
country is producing. It’s so good to see
Primary and Secondary students up on stage
performing at this level at an event run as
professionally as this one. No matter where
the heats are held, Luc and his team always
make sure the experience for the students is
a great one. The professional venues, lighting,
sound and equipment really make this a reallife learning experience for kids as it gives
them an insight into what life as a performing
musician could look like after school. They
get to see and meet other musicians and
receive relevant and timely feedback on their
performances. It really is great for them and
all schools involved. Our relationship with
Cranbourne Music is wonderful and involves
store discounts for iROCK students as well as

instore promotions and student referrals for
us.
Why do you think humans have a strong need
to express their human journey through music
regardless of the decade or century? What do
you think is the motivator for this need?
You can probably tell by now, I’m a big
believer in the power of music. Music has the
ability to transcend time, space, distance, age,
race and culture, like no other art form. It is
the universal language that deeply moves
and connects people through the notes
they choose to use, the intensity by which
they play them, the words with which they
communicate, the sounds they carefully
select and the way in which these elements
are all combined. I have spent years trying
to define what I believe to be the “big idea”
behind music and music education. If a big
idea is defined by something bigger than a
song, music, the subject, an age group, a place
in time or an instrument,
then what is a “musical big
idea?” Shouldn’t a big idea
be relevant to all aspects of
life; past, present and future?
Maybe what motivates
humans to use music to
express our journey through
time is our hunger for
creation, communication,
collaboration, making and
responding.

Music has the ability to
transcend time, space,
distance, age, race and
culture, like no other
art form.

In your opinion, what makes a great musician
from the mediocre musician? Is it about
talent and technique? Why? If not, what
makes a great musician?
Mediocre musicians connect and play musical
dots on a page but great musicians connect
and move people. Great musicians know
how to use music to bring people together or
engage their senses. Music, just like taste and
smell, can evoke very personal memories and
feelings associated with a past time, event
or place. Only a skilled musical operator can
create music that has this effect to begin with.
A great musician is also creative, can think on
their feet and is always searching for ways to
improve and grow.
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A great musician in the 21st century is also
one who knows how to promote his or her
music in the current digital climate. The
internet has changed everything now and
the old fashioned ways of doing things are
behind us. Musicians and other artists must
refrain from dwelling on “the good old days”,
complaining about how “rock is dead”, and
embrace the new and exciting digital age
we are living in. If musicians want to not
only survive but thrive, they must become
more than great musicians. They must now
become great musicians that are great digital
marketers as well.

famous songs are about the tough times and
the lives of working-class people. Our music
speaks to the masses and presents that great
Aussie humour and sarcasm we are famous
for. Many of us are larrikins at heart and the
moment we step foot into another country, we
realise we have just become that Australian
stereotype we are so well known for. Our
music flies the flag for all that we represent
on radio stations around the world, every day
and we should be really proud of what we are
doing here, that’s for sure.

What do you think differentiates Australian
music from the rest of the world? Why?
Australian music has a rawness, edge and
honesty to its sound that music from other
countries misses. Being an Australian all my
life I’ve grown up with it like so many of us,
but I can’t imagine our radio stations and TV
without it. Aussie rock, pub rock, or Oz rock
as it’s referred to, sounds like a massive,
powerful machine to me. It’s dirty, dusty,
chunky and gets to the point. Our choruses
are unforgettable, and we are famous for that
solid and forever steady 1-2-3-4 four on the
floor approach. Give us a couple of guitars,
drums, keyboards and a loud and outrageous
front person, and we’ll give you a song you’ll
never forget. We are really good at writing
about our unique land, history and culture
too, without bragging or being arrogant about
it. We write about love but some of our most

Follow iRock Music School:
Website: www.irockmusicschool.com.au
Instagram @ irockmusicschool/
Facebook @irockmusicschool/
Twitter @ iRockMusicAu
YouTube @ irockmusicschool
Contact Details: Mobile: 0478 139 776 | Email: jerry@irockmusicschool.com.au
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Personal
Health
Strategies
Cheryl Little

Illness and injuries happen to all of us.
What do you need to know to deal with
emergencies, heal faster, and stay healthy?
Illness
Respiratory Infections: Starve a cold and feed
a fever isn’t just about not eating a lot when
you’re sick. Please don’t take the starvation part
literally, you need nutrients to heal.
A low-grade fever is part of your body’s
defense system against viruses and bacteria,
and it works. Take a hot bath, cuddle up under
the blankets, and stay warm. Don’t take fever
reducers like NSAIDs or aspirin if you don’t have
to. Drink plenty of fluids and, of course, chicken
soup. My personal favourite bug-fighter is
chicken broth with crushed, fresh garlic in it. (It’s
great for vampire defense as well!) If your fever
starts spiking above 102⁰F (or 38.8⁰C), call your
doctor.
If you’re sleeping all the time for more than a
few days, feeling weak and out of breath and/
or have a rattling deep cough and night sweats

go to a doctor. Pneumonia can sneak up on you,
and it does kill.
Give yourself time to get better, and don’t just
mask your symptoms with drugs. If you do have
to keep working remember to dress well and
keep up your intake of warm, healthy fluids.
Sleep as much as you can when you get home as
it is while you are asleep that your body rebuilds
and heals itself.
Stomach Bugs: If severe vomiting and diarrhea
go on for more than a day or so talk to your
doctor.
Stay hydrated. You can easily mix up an Oral
Rehydration Therapy mixture using 1 teaspoon
salt, 8 teaspoons sugar and one litre (or 5 cups)
of water. Drink enough to make up for fluid loss.
Roughly, one cup of rehydration drink should
be given for each loose stool passed; half that
for small children. (Babies can be spoonfed the
solution.) Do not limit your child if they want
more. By the way, I’ve spoonfed sick puppies a
small amount every hour in cases of parvo and
brought them through as well. Dehydration is
the enemy.
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Injuries
Cuts and Abrasions: Rinse gently with cool
water, use soap around it but not necessarily
on it, and don’t scrub, pick dirt out gently. If it’s
minor, bandage the wound with some Vaseline
or other gentle salve. Keep it moist, that will
lessen the scarring.
If it’s bleeding a lot use pressure and some clean
gauze, tissue, or cloth. In a pinch, use a sanitary
napkin. Don’t pull off the existing gauze to apply
more if it bleeds through. Just keep stacking
dressings so you don’t disturb any clotting. If it keeps
bleeding through get it checked out by a doctor.
If there is spurting, you’ve hit an artery. Keep
pressure on it and get to a doctor quickly. Don’t
use a tourniquet.
What You Need to Know
NSAIDs like aspirin, acetaminophen
(paracetamol), and naproxen are blood thinners.
If you take a lot of them regularly your blood will
not clot as well, and you put yourself at risk.
Get a tetanus shot every 5 to 10 years. Tetanus
(or lockjaw) is caused by bacteria in dirt,
saliva, and manure that requires immediate
emergency hospital treatment unless you’ve
been vaccinated.
Concussions: Always take a blow to the
head seriously, especially if the victim loses
consciousness or vomits. Get them to a doctor.
Spinal Injury: Don’t move people who have
been in an accident or major fall. Keep them
stabilized and still. Call your local emergency
number for help. If there is a broken bone in
their spine or neck it could move and sever the
spinal cord, causing paralysis.
Seizures: Don’t stick things in people’s mouths.
They won’t swallow their tongue, but you could
break their teeth or cause them to choke.
Cushion their head, keep them safe from
hurting themselves by moving furniture away.
Choking: If they can still breathe they don’t
need the Heimlich manoeuver, but don’t give

them something else to swallow. Let them
cough up the blockage and call for help.
Nosebleed: Don’t tip your head back, instead
lean forward and pinch your nostril shut for 10
minutes. If it hasn’t stopped by then go to the
ER, especially if you’ve been hit.
Black eye: Cold compress for swelling. Try a
bag of frozen peas with a cloth around it.
Burns: Run cool, not cold water over it. Don’t
put ice directly on it, and don’t apply ointments
or butter. Don’t pop blisters, and 2nd and 3rd
degree burns always require medical care.
Sprains, Strains, Breaks: RICE. Rest, Ice,
Compression, Elevation. If you think it’s broken,
stabilize the injury with a splint.
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Get Ahead of the Game
Most injuries and ‘accidents’ happen when
people are tired, upset, haven’t eaten, are out
of shape, or inebriated. Muscle strength and
dexterity prevents injuries.
Don’t drink and do anything. Safe fun can go
belly up in a heartbeat because “Brenda just has
to have wine with lunch.” It’s tough to say no to
people you like, but it’s better than spending
all your time in an emergency room, or worse,
living with the consequences for the rest of your
life. Drink when you’re done for the day.
Take a first aid class. Call your local council for
information. Be careful about advice from the
internet, always check your sources.
Get annual checkups. Everyone has a
different “normal”. Know yours.
Always carry your ID and a copy of any
medical directive you have (containing
details regarding any health issues and
allergies you may have). This is a protection
for you, and for any medical personnel who
need to care for you.
Have an ‘ICE’ (in case of emergency) phone
number on the lock screen on your phone.

Follow Cheryl Little on :
www.adultlikeaboss.com
Instagram @adultlikeaboss
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Photo by Luke Tanis on Unsplash
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Holding on is believing
there’s only a past;
letting go is knowing
there’s a future.

Why people are attached to not letting go.

~ Daphne Rose Kingma ~

around, and this wall is made up of emotions

There are various reasons but usually it’s
because the focus of these beliefs are the
hurt and pain caused at the time these beliefs
became part of our lives. They are a mistaken
way our minds try to protect us from further
hurt and pain. It is like a huge wall is in our
way, one we can’t climb over or find a way
and feelings that can prevent us from moving

As belief is the acceptance that something is
true our beliefs have a major impact on our
lives. But what if our beliefs are based on
wrong ideas, or wrong thinking? What if they

on.
Now, this wall is not real. Emotions are
real but feelings are not necessarily based

are just not true?

on facts. The ability to look at our feelings,

Do you feel that you are stuck in the past? Are

full responsibility for them is a skill we all

you defined by your past? Do you think you

question them, assess their value and take
need to learn. When we do learn to take full

can’t change?

responsibility for how we feel and whether

These are your non-constructive beliefs and

then that we learn the value of letting go and

they are not real. Just ask Bethany Hamilton,
Jay-Z, Charlize Theron, Cornel Hrisca-Munn,

these feelings are constructive or not, it is
why it’s important to let go.

Luca Patuelli and Marla Runyan.

What is letting go about?

So, if you are consumed with your childhood,

Letting go means brave living because it

your past, specific memories, beliefs about

means we have decided to abandon unhealthy

yourself, read on and challenge your thinking.

attachments to thoughts, specific people, life
experiences and events because they do not
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have a positive impact in our life.
They no longer deserve to take
up space in our heart. We treat
them as we would a toxic friend
– we show them the door and
exit them from our life without
looking back.
Why letting go is so hard?
Because it means letting go
of an aspect of ourselves, the
expectations we had and how
things should be, to shifting
them to how they actually are. It
means letting go of the feeling of
being wronged. It is about letting
go of the past and no longer
letting it define us. At its core not
being able to let go is based on
fear.
3 Life Hacks to letting go:

Learning to observe our emotions and the
feelings they awaken in us gives us huge

1. Make the decision to let go. This decision

clues to our way of thinking about ourselves.

is based on no longer seeing yourself as a

Sit in a quiet room for 30 minutes and allow

victim, no longer blaming yourself or putting

memories to pop up and just observe them.

yourself down. Don’t let other people take

Watch them and see how they affect your

control of your happiness. When someone

body and what thoughts run through your

does something that

mind. Write these thoughts

hurts you, allow yourself

down on a piece of paper.

to acknowledge your
hurt feelings but own
the responsibility for
the results. What does
this mean? It means you
can take any necessary
lesson from this event

Emotions are real
but feelings are not
necessarily based
on facts.

Then challenge your
thoughts as though you
are talking to a friend with
a problem. How would
you handle a friend who
thought exactly like you?
What would you say to

without letting it ruin

them?

your day, your week,

How about starting with

your year, or your life. It means you don’t have

– how does your way of thinking help you to

to pass on any negativity to the next person

move forward? What about if you thought

you meet.

about the situation differently? For instance,
what did you learn about yourself? Has this

2. Focus on the present. Look at the situation

trait supported your life? If yes, in what way?

objectively, without putting into a box labelled

If not, could you further develop or refine this

right or wrong, good or bad.

trait so that it does support you? How could
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you do this? What is a more supportive way
of looking at yourself and the situation? How
can you see this experience or memory in a
different light? What is another way of looking
at this situation or event? Do these exercises
regularly until you recognise yourself as a
forever student who is constantly learning
about yourself and your environment.
Remember that brave living is a muscle you
need to flex daily. Then focus on the now and
how this learning is going to influence your
future behavioural choices and how you will
weave this learning curve into your life from
now on.
3. Keep a gratitude journal and spend five
minutes (preferably in the morning) each day
for 30 days, writing something fresh and new
for which you can be grateful. Write down five
things you are grateful for and the reasons
why you are grateful for them. Start with
“Today I am grateful for….because…” After
30 days you will have developed the habit
of finding things in your life that bring you
joy and gratitude. Continue writing in your
gratitude journal daily.
In time you will see things in perspective
and forgiveness will be born. Forgiveness
towards yourself and others. Forgiveness
acknowledges that we are all human and
do stupid stuff to each other and yet, we
are trying our best at every given moment.
Forgiveness makes room for empathy and
seeing things from another’s point of view.
Forgiveness allows us to move forward
without baggage, and it brings us the gift of
peace.
So, do it today. Commit to letting go.
Imagine feeling emotionally free and
living life happily and a little wiser.
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Photo by Stephanie Cook on Unsplash
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The Aaron Foundation
The Aaron foundation assists homeless or at risk
youth and supports them to gain employment
and re-entering society. It also is leading a literacy
program in Ethiopia to combat poverty.

To get involved visit

www.theaaronfoundation.org

Hashtag Oz recongizes he outstanding
support of Beyond Blue, The Butterfly
Foundation and The Aaron Foundation in
supporting and promoting mental health in
Australia.
If your orgnization supports and promotes
mental health, contact us now at:

admin@hashtagoz.com.au
To find out how your organization’s contact
details can be published with each issue of
Hashtag Oz.
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